Quality of Service Aware Channel Hopping Rendezvous in Cognitive Radio Networks for Internet of Things
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Abstract: In the last few years, there has been significant growth in the number of smart wireless devices termed as Internet of Things (IoT). With the expansion in the number of IoT devices, the demand for wireless spectrum has also been increased tremendously while the spectrum is limited. Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) has emerged as a promising solution to the spectrum scarcity problem. In CRN, the unlicensed heterogeneous wireless devices have to dynamically make use of the spectrum which is not in use by the licensed users. However, establishing a common communication link between two heterogeneous wireless devices requires them to rendezvous on a commonly available channel which is a great challenge in a dynamic access environment. The time taken by two wireless devices to rendezvous on a commonly available channel is referred to as Time to Rendezvous (TTR). Depending upon Primary user (PU) temporal activity and required Quality of Service (QoS) by wireless devices, in this paper, we propose a novel QoS aware algorithm that can substantially reduce TTR of all the existing rendezvous algorithms. The algorithm takes into account the channel availability duration depending upon PU temporal activity and maximizes the utilization of these channels according to their availability duration. The algorithm works by reducing the number of channels to be hopped in the process of rendezvous. We develop a mathematical model to analyze the performance of the developed algorithm when applied to existing rendezvous algorithms. Both analytical and simulation results prove that the developed algorithm reduces the MTTR, increases the network throughput by providing required QoS to the wireless IoT devices and supports efficient utilization of wireless spectrum.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) technology has emerged as a paradigm shift technology by making things or objects sense and react accordingly. IoT is a network of heterogeneous interconnected things embedded with different sensors and actuators that interact with each other using addressing methods based on standard communication protocols [1].

In the recent years, there has been tremendous increase in the number of IoT devices each requiring their share of wireless spectrum for connectivity. It has been found that within a smart IoT environment, while some portion of the spectrum is congested or over-utilized, some portion of the spectrum is not utilized efficiently or remains underutilized [2-3]. For instance, a smart home is equipped with various wireless IoT devices such as smart doors, smart refrigerator, smart fans, health monitoring sensors, smart electricity meter and have been pre-assigned a certain portion of licensed wireless spectrum. While, smart electricity meter sensors and health monitoring sensors transmits data on a frequent basis, devices such as smart fans and smart doors needs to transmit occasionally which makes the spectrum assigned to these devices under-utilized. This temporally differentiated but spatially co-located spectrum utilization leads to inefficiency in the spectrum utilization. To increase the spectrum utilization, what could be done is to allocate the spectrum assigned to smart fans and smart doors to smart chairs or smart curtains whenever smart fans and doors are not transmitting. This efficient use of the spectrum is the logic behind the Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) [4]. Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) has emerged as a promising solution to the spectrum scarcity problem and to the problem of inefficient use of the wireless spectrum in IoT based application areas. CR technology enables sharing the wireless spectrum between licensed users or...
primary users (PUs) and unlicensed users or secondary users (SUs) in an opportunistic manner called Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) [5]. Sharing of spectrum is done in such a manner that SUs accesses the licensed channels when the channels are not in use by PUs. Therefore, the licensed channels are used in an opportunistic manner providing performance guarantees to the PUs because PUs have higher priority as they are the licensed owners of the channel. The portion of the spectrum which is not in use temporally or spatially is referred to as spectrum holes [4]. SUs are allowed to use these spectrum holes for their transmission as long as they are available and must leave them for PUs on PU return.

A. Why CRN for IoT?

The existing wireless communication protocols employed in IoT applications such as WLAN, Bluetooth and cellular network work on traditional static spectrum assignment policy and do not have any mechanism to sense the spectrum holes available. Due to the unavailability of this intelligent feature, most of the portion of the precious wireless spectrum remains unutilized. Also, there is no mechanism of sharing the spectrum dynamically in the current spectrum assignment strategies which is considered as a major drawback of the existing spectrum assignment schemes in the context of efficient utilization [4]. With the use of CRN in the communication protocols employed in IoT applications, the spectrum band allocated to a number of devices can serve well typically a large number of devices by not asking for more spectrum to be allocated especially for them. Therefore, a small portion of the wireless spectrum either in the licensed cellular network or in the 2.4GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band can serve more number of devices which earlier was serving only few devices.

It is estimated that without assimilating the cognitive capability, IoT will not sustain potentials of growing challenges [6]. The ongoing research in the CR-IoT domain has been stressed upon providing solutions for the challenges in different domains [6-12]. It is estimated that the future IoT applications and devices will not only be smart or intelligent but will also have the feature of CRN implemented which enables them to adapt according to the environment in which they operate. This adaptation will pave the way for the system to be more efficient in terms of spectrum utilization primarily. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate CR with IoT for a more efficient overall system.

B. Rendezvous in Cognitive Radio Networks

In cognitive radio networks (CRNs), the set of available channels may differ for different SUs and owing to the dynamic behavior of channel availability, it is a tedious job to establish communication link between the SUs. The SUs in a CRN must be able to meet on a channel which is commonly available to both of them for the purpose of communication and this process is referred to as rendezvous [13]. Rendezvous process includes exchanging various control information such as handshake and data communication. So far, mainly two methods have been employed in the existing works for the purpose of rendezvous; either with the help of a centralized controller which suggests a common control channel (CCC) [14] or by channel hopping (CH) [15]. Employing a CCC for the purpose of rendezvous eases out the process but have many drawbacks which makes it not much of a better option as compared to later. The drawbacks of using a single CCC includes congestion, jamming attack, single point of failure and so on. Due to these inefficiencies of CCC approach, CH technique is preferable in practice for the purpose of rendezvous which does not need any CCC [15]. As the name suggests, the idea behind channel hopping technique is to let SUs hop on its available channels in some predefined sequential order over time slots which is referred to as channel hopping sequence. Each of the SU follows its assigned CH sequence which may be different for each SU or may be same. After a complete period of CH, the sequence might remain same and the SU just repeats the sequence or the sequence might get shifted according to some predefined algorithm. The objective of such an algorithm is to make two SUs hop on to the same channel at the same time slot achieving rendezvous provided that channel is available to both of the SUs. Therefore, the prime objective in this approach is to generate CH sequences in such a way that the rendezvous is achieved without employing any centralized controller or CCC and this is why these systems are also referred to as ‘blind’ rendezvous systems [5]. Time to Rendezvous (TTR) is one of the main performance metric in CH approach towards rendezvous. TTR is defined as number of time slots required for the two SUs to achieve rendezvous. The worst case TTR is referred to as Maximum Time to Rendezvous (MTTR) for a CH sequence [13]. Therefore, most of the existing works have focused on generating CH sequences guaranteeing the rendezvous while lowering the MTTR. While these algorithms have been able to provide rendezvous solutions, they haven’t considered the Quality of Service (QoS) required by the SUs. For example, in a smart home scenario, few applications might have low data rate requirement and can work with discontinuous connectivity like temperature sensors. On the other hand, few applications might have high data rate requirement and needs continuous connectivity like smart health monitoring and streaming which means the QoS level required is different for each application. Therefore, without taking into account the QoS level required by SUs in an IoT environment, the performance of the system cannot be improved just by focusing on lowering the MTTR and achieving rendezvous. The CH algorithms must take into account the QoS level required by each specific application and accordingly provide services to the applications in...
minimum time. Also, it is an obvious fact that high QoS demanding applications need to rendezvous on channels which are available for longer durations because they are not delay tolerable and any discontinuity in connectivity would degrade their service. Similarly, Low QoS demanding applications need to rendezvous on channels which are available for small durations because discontinuity in connectivity would not hamper their operation as explained above. The existing works in this domain have focused on lowering the MTTR without considering this important parameter of QoS. Mere lowering the MTTR without considering the type of service required may result in an overall inefficient system. In CRN, for better utilization of available channels and to enhance the spectrum efficiency, all available channels regardless of their availability durations (less or more) must be taken for use accordingly [16].

Therefore, in this paper we have formulated a new method of achieving rendezvous between SUs taking into account the QoS required by SUs and channel availability durations. The data of high QoS demanding applications will be termed as High Priority (HP) data and the data of low QoS demanding applications will be termed as Low Priority (LP) data. In the proposed method, the CH sequence generation depends upon the type of application (HP or LP) and on the basis of availability duration of channels. The behaviour of channel usage by PUs is taken into consideration in this work to characterize the available channels according to their availability durations based on the information retrieved from the circular window [S] which keeps the record of availability duration of all channels and updates it based on periodic sensing results. This information is used to assign channels which are available for small and longer durations to LP and HP data respectively and accordingly CH sequence consists of only those channels which can serve the purpose. The motive behind this strategy has benefits which are as follows:

- All available channels regardless of their availability durations will be utilized according to the type of application they are being assigned to. This improves spectrum usage efficiency by utilizing all channels according to their availability durations.
- Required QoS will be provided to the IoT applications.
- MTTR will be lowered (improved) by employing the proposed technique for all the existing CH algorithms as will be proved in later sections. As opposed to the native rendezvous schemes which takes into account all available channels for generating the CH sequences, the proposed method considers only channels according to the required QoS.
- While native rendezvous schemes have throughput degradation, the proposed method performs better when duty cycle of PUs is high.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Some state of the art channel hopping algorithms are reviewed in Section 2. System model and problem formulation is presented in Section 3. We propose QoS aware rendezvous algorithm and its theoretical analysis in Section 4. Mathematical simulation results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Due to the limitations of a CCC for rendezvous, many researchers focus on CH rendezvous algorithms for establishing communication link in CRNs [7,13,17-30]. The above studies have shown to be the solutions for rendezvous in CRN. Without any pre-defined procedure or without using any of the CH algorithm, SUs hops on available channels in random order which may result in no rendezvous at all. Using any of the CH algorithm, SU's pre-computes the sequence on which they are going to hop. For example, if there are 5 channels available to a SU such as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and for these available channels, one of the CH sequence possible is [3, 5, 1, 2, 4] according to some CH algorithm. The SU hops among these channels according to the employed CH algorithm. Once the CH among the available channel completes, the sequence will be repeated or the hopping pattern might get shifted in the next hopping period as prescribed by the employed CH algorithm. When one cycle of hopping among all available channels completes, it is called hopping period. For the above example, the hopping period is 5. There might be different method of generation of CH sequence for sender and receiver or it can be same depending upon the CH algorithm employed. Also, the available channel set of sender might be different from the available channel set of receiver. This scenario is termed as "Asymmetric" model [13]. However, for rendezvous to be successful, there must be at least one commonly channel between sender and receiver. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the available channel set of sender is {2, 3, 6, 7, 8} and available channel set of receiver is {1, 4, 5, 7, 9}. The rendezvous will be successful only when channel 7 aligns at the same time slot for the hopping sequences of sender and receiver as channel 7 in the only commonly available channel between sender and receiver. As shown in Figure 1, hopping according to the CH sequence results in rendezvous in fourth time slot. In this case, sender and receiver both start their hopping pattern at the same time and hence termed as Synchronous. So, Figure 1 shows an example of Asymmetric Synchronous
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that for synchronous CH, the rendezvous occurs in
the third time slot. When \( \delta = 1 \), rendezvous occurs in the
first time slot as time slot is counted when both sender and
receiver starts hopping. Also, when \( \delta = 3 \), rendezvous occurs
in the second time slot. Similarly, when the
available channel sets of sender and receiver are same, we
will have either ‘Symmetric Synchronous’ or ‘Symmetric
Asynchronous’ channel hopping [31]. In literature, some
researchers have distinguished between Symmetric and
Asymmetric on the basis of role assigned to the two nodes
attempting rendezvous. When role is not pre assigned
before starting CH, it is termed as Symmetric CH and
when one node is assigned the role of sender and other is
assigned the role of receiver, it is termed as Asymmetric
CH [32]. In most of the existing CH algorithms, the

former definition of Asymmetric and Symmetric is more
prevalent. Various CH algorithms have been proposed so
far for each model.

3. SYSTEM MODEL

We have taken a CRN environment where several
IoT devices co-exists each requiring different QoS. A
basic network model is shown in Figure. 3. A smart home
network has been taken for illustration with 6 devices
operating in a CRN environment. The SU devices have
cognitive capability and can configure according to the
changing network conditions. The term cognitive
capability refers to the ability of the devices to detect
spectrum holes and also has a cognitive radio for data
transfer. After detection of unutilized channels, the
available channel set of each user might be different.
There is no restriction on the type of model to be taken in
the proposed approach and the approach is valid for
Symmetric, Asymmetric, Synchronous and
Asynchronous models. We have assumed that time is
divided into slots and the slot boundary may nor may not
be aligned of the CH sequences of Sender and Receiver.
We have assumed no global system clock and thus there
is no need of time synchronization as given in [20].
The duration of each slot is taken double of the time required
for a complete handshake process between sender and
receiver [20]. The benefit of considering no time
synchronization is that the CH sequence can rendezvous
even when the slot boundaries are not aligned and
therefore any of them can start their CH process any time.
Typically, 0.27 ms is the time required for rendezvous
process [20]. Therefore, 0.54 ms is the duration of time
slot in this model. In a CRN environment, each SU has
the capability of sensing the spectrum holes [2-4, 16].
After the detection of available channels, SUs records
this information in a circular window of size \(|S|\) [16].

The recent sensing results are stored in this window
and this record updates periodically. The instantaneous
average of the sensing results stored in $S$ tells about the type of PU traffic and the average channel availability duration $T_{ch}$. Low $T_{ch}$ indicates high PU traffic (heavy use) and high $T_{ch}$ indicates low PU traffic (sparse use). The low and high channel availability duration serves well LP QoS and HP QoS applications respectively as explained in Section 1. Therefore, depending on the type of service a SU is serving, each SU sets some minimum channel duration requirement criteria which is termed as threshold duration $T_{th}$. It has been re-iterated that LP QoS applications can served well with channels having low $T_{ch}$ but HP QoS applications need high $T_{ch}$ channels being delay sensitive and having a time out period. The parameter $T_{th}$ defines the minimum duration of channel availability below which the transmission gets interrupted. High QoS demanding applications (HP data) need channels which are available for duration of more than $T_{th}$ and the communication of low QoS (LP data) demanding applications can be completed with channels which are available for short durations and several short durations channels can be assigned to LP data providing intermittent transmission. The motive behind this strategy is because HP data has certain time out period after which the packets loss probability increases whereas for LP data, there is no time out period of SU packets. Therefore, CH sequence of HP QoS applications consists of channels which are sparsely used and CH sequence of LP QoS applications consists of channels which are heavily used. The benefit of this approach is each type of channels; heavily used or sparsely used will be utilized accordingly providing efficient spectrum utilization and instead of total number of channels, CH sequences now consists of less number of channels which results in low MTTR as will be proved in Section 4.

Let $U$ be the total number of SUs in the network and $M$ be the set of total number of channels in the network indexed from [0 to $M$-1]. Out of these $M$ channels, each SU may have different set of available channels (Asymmetric) or may have same set of available channels (Symmetric). The proposed method of achieving rendezvous is valid for both. Let $C_A$ be the set of available channels of SU $A$ contains $p$ channels such that $p \leq M$, $C_A = \{0 \text{ to } p-1\}$ and $C_B$ be the set of available channels of SU $B$ contains $q$ channels such that $q \leq M$, $C_B = \{0 \text{ to } q-1\}$. $C_A$ and $C_B$ are the subset of $M$. In the existing approaches, all channels of subset $C_A$ and $C_B$ takes part in the process of rendezvous. In the proposed approach, we are further reducing the size of sets $C_A$ and $C_B$ by taking into account the threshold value $T_{th}$ and the reason for this will be clarified in Section 4. We have taken the probability of missed detection and probability of false alarm to be minimum such that it does not affect the result analysis to be presented in the later sections. For the process of rendezvous to be successful, two SUs must hop on the same channel (which is commonly available to both of them) at the same time slot. There is no restriction of starting the CH sequence at the same time and any SU can start hopping any time (asynchronous). The aim is to generate the CH sequences for the SUs such that they should rendezvous in the least possible time to achieve the full benefits of available channels in a CRN environment where the availability of channels is highly dynamic. When the rendezvous is successful in some finite time, it is said to be guaranteed rendezvous. As mentioned in the previous section, researchers have provided some state of the art guaranteed rendezvous algorithms in the recent past and in this paper, we are determined to further lower the TTR and thus MTTR of these existing algorithms by the method adopted which is presented in the next section.

4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Based on the motivation in the preceding section, we are presenting our algorithm in this section.

A. Basic Idea

In all the existing rendezvous algorithms, the total number of available channels is of importance as MTTR depends on the total number of channels. If a CRN system has $M$ number of total available channels, then MTTR of each of the existing rendezvous algorithms depends on this value $M$. It is also to be observed from Section 2 that the less the value of $M$, less will be MTTR and vice versa. So the basic idea behind the proposed approach is to reduce this value of $M$ on which MTTR depends. When $M$ is reduced, MTTR will be reduced automatically. As explained in the previous section, the available channel set of sender and receiver may have different channels (Asymmetric) and the existing CH algorithms prescribe hopping on these channels by following a pre-defined CH sequence. All the existing algorithms consider all available channels for generating their hopping sequences. In the proposed approach, we are not taking all channels available to a SU for generating the CH sequence rather taking only application specific channels and omitting those channels which are not suitable for the required QoS. QoS specific channels have been discussed in detail in [16]. Therefore, in generating CH sequence, we are further reducing the size of the subset $C_A$ and $C_B$ based on the required QoS by SUs. For example, let the number of available channels of SU $A$ be 10 and out of these 10 channels, 6 are having availability duration more than the set threshold value $T_{th}$ and 4 channels have availability duration less than $T_{th}$. Now, if the SUs need to access available channels for their communication requirement and also if their required QoS is HP. In this situation, the SUs generate their CH sequences taking only those channels which have availability duration more than the threshold value $T_{th}$. The channels which have availability duration less than $T_{th}$ will not be there in the CH sequence. This way, the channel set $C_A$ is reduced to 6 now. Similarly, for the channel set $C_B$. Generalizing this
approach, let before applying this method, there were initially \( M \) channels and the required QoS is HP. Let channel availability duration is represented as \( T_{ch} \) and \( n \) be the number of channels which have availability duration less than \( T_{th} \). Applying the proposed method, new set of channels for generating the CH sequence is \( Z \) where \( Z \) is given by

\[
Z = M - n.(T_{ch} < T_{th})
\]

(1)

\( Z \) represents new set of channels which is obtained after eliminating the channels which have \( T_{ch} \) less than \( T_{th} \) as the required QoS is HP. Similarly, when required QoS is LP, then the channels which have \( T_{ch} \) less than \( T_{th} \) will be considered for generating the CH sequence and the channels which have \( T_{ch} \) greater than \( T_{th} \) will be eliminated. So, when required QoS is LP, new set of channels for generating the CH sequence will consist of \( Z \) channels instead of \( M \) given by

\[
Z = M - n.(T_{ch} > T_{th})
\]

(2)

Let \( \theta \) be a parameter corresponding to \( n \) such that \((0 < \theta \leq 1)\). In other words, \( \theta \) can be defined as a percentage of the total number of channels \( M \) such that the number of channels available to a user is equal to \( \theta M \) after implementing the proposed algorithm. For example, \( \theta = 0.9 \) means that only 90 percent of the available channels have availability duration in respect of the requirement and therefore the rest 10 percent of channels must be removed from the hopping sequence. As \( \theta \) decreases, \( n \) increases and thus \( Z \) decreases. It is to be noted that in this approach, the value of \( T_{th} \) plays an important role. The optimal value of \( T_{th} \) must be set according to the channel availability duration requirement of LP or HP data. The pseudo code of the proposed algorithm is given. spectrum sensing results must be available beforehand before implementing the proposed algorithm. In any CRN environment, channels must be available for secondary usage which is the meaning of line 1. As explained in the preceding section, circular window \(|S|\) has the updated sensing results. Based on the information available from \(|S|\), the channels will be classified as either sparsely used or heavily used, given in line 2.

The Proposed Algorithm

Require:
- Spectrum sensing result, \( S \neq 0 \).
- PU usage pattern: Q (0: Sparse use, 1: Heavy use)
- Type of QoS required: P (H: High, L: Low)
- \( M \) = Total no. of available channels.
- \( T_{ch} \) = Channel availability duration
- \( T_{th} \) = Threshold level of channel availability duration.
- \( n.T_{ch} \) = no. of channels having availability duration \( T_{ch} \)
- \( N \) = No. of channels having availability duration corresponding to required QoS; \( N \leq M \).
- \( Z \) = New set of available channels

1: If \( S \neq 0 \) then
2: if \( P = H \) then
3: \( N = n.T_{ch} < T_{th} \)
4: While \( (N \neq 0) \) do
5: \( Z = M - N \) // new set of channels
6: if \( Q = 0 \) then
7: \( N \approx \text{low} \& Z \approx \text{large} \)
8: else if \( Q = 1 \) then
9: \( N \approx \text{large} \& Z \approx \text{less} \)
10: end if
11: end while
12: else if \( P = L \) then
13: \( N = n.T_{ch} > T_{th} \)
14: While \( (N \neq 0) \) do
15: \( Z = M - N \) // new set of channels
16: if \( Q = 0 \) then
17: \( N \approx \text{large} \& Z \approx \text{less} \)
18: else if \( Q = 1 \) then
19: \( N \approx \text{low} \& Z \approx \text{large} \)
20: end if
21: end while
22: end if
23: end if

required by SUs and also would lead to more MTTR. Considering channels which have \( T_{ch} > T_{th} \) for HP data would be advantageous in the sense that the required QoS will be provided to the SUs and also as some channels which have \( T_{ch} < T_{th} \) gets eliminated from the CH sequence, the MTTR will be reduced. In line 3, \( N \) is the number of channels by which the total number of channels \( M \) gets lowered by. When required QoS is HP, \( N \) is the number of channels having \( T_{ch} < T_{th} \) (given by Eq. 1) and when required QoS is LP, \( N \) is the number of channels having \( T_{ch} > T_{th} \) (given by Eq. 2) given in line 13. Eliminating \( N \) number of channels from total number of channels, we will get new set of total available channels \( Z \) for generating the CH sequences. This new set of available channels \( Z \) is less than \( M \) or in worst case will be equal to \( M \). It is to be noted that the channel usage by PU has an important role in all CH algorithms and so does in the proposed approach.
HP data will be served well when channels are sparsely used and LP data will be served well in both sparsely or heavily used PU activity. However, for LP data, heavily used channels can be allocated because LP data can tolerate delay or intermittent transmission and the channels which have low $T_{ch}$ will also be utilized resulting in improved spectrum efficiency. So, there are two type of services we need to serve in a CRN-IoT environment, high QoS demanding or HP data and low QoS or LP data.

For the first section of the proposed approach, lines 10 to 20 are for HP data. For the sparsely used case, channels which have $T_{ch} > T_{th}$ will be in abundance and serves well the HP data. On the other hand, channels which have $T_{ch} < T_{th}$ will be less in numbers. So, there would be not be much difference between the original number of available channels and new set of available channels. In this condition, the impact on lowering the MTTR will be less. Similarly, when channels are heavily used more number of channels which have $T_{ch} < T_{th}$ will be in abundance and channels which have $T_{ch} > T_{th}$ will be less in number. The result is new set of available channels will be very less in number than original available channels. In this condition, MTTR will be lowered by significant amount as the CH sequence now have less number of channels. Similarly, when the required QoS is LP, lines 12 to 23 can be understood the same way.

B. Algorithm Analysis

The proposed method is applicable to all existing CH rendezvous algorithms and provides required QoS to the SU's with reduced MTTR than the existing ones. We will prove this by taking few state of the art CH rendezvous algorithms. Before proceeding further, it has been observed from the discussion in the preceding section that when required QoS is HP, the CH sequence consists of channels which have $T_{ch} > T_{th}$. Based on this observation, we have Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 as follows.

**Lemma 1.** For HP data, given total number of available channels $M$, the CH sequence will have $(M - N)$ number of channels where $N$ is the number of channels having $(T_{ch} < T_{th})$.

**Lemma 2.** For LP data, given total number of available channels $M$, the CH sequence will have $(M - N)$ number of channels where $N$ is the number of channels having $(T_{ch} > T_{th})$.

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 has been proved in the preceding section using Eqs. 1 and 2.

**Theorem:** Any two SU's having channel hopping sequence generated by any CH rendezvous algorithm will rendezvous with $MTTR = f(M - N)$.

**Proof:** Above theorem has been derived as a result of discussion in the preceding section. It can further be proved by taking example of an existing rendezvous algorithm. We have taken Jump stay (JS) algorithm [13] to prove our algorithm. In JS algorithm, if $M$ is the total number of channels and $P$ is the smallest prime number not less than $M$, then MTTR is $3P$ time slots for Symmetric model. For example, if $M = 4$ than $P$ is 5 (prime number not less than 4). According to JS algorithm, MTTR will be 3.5 = 15 time slots. Now, when the proposed algorithm is implemented into the JS algorithm we have following observations:

Let required QoS is HP data and when the channels in the circular window $|S|$ are analyzed for their availability duration $T_{ch}$, Let 3 channels have $T_{ch} > T_{th}$ where $T_{th}$ is the minimum time required to service the HP data as explained in the preceding section. Now, according to the proposed algorithm, only these 3 channels are to be taken for generating the CH sequence. So, the new value of $M$ is now 3 instead of 4 (eliminating one channel that has $T_{ch} < T_{th}$). For $M = 3$, MTTR is now $3.3 = 9$. In this example, MTTR is reduced from 15 time slots to just 9 time slots when the proposed algorithm is implemented into JS algorithm. Similarly, the proposed algorithm can be implemented into any other CH rendezvous algorithm.

We have seen in this example that without implementing the proposed algorithm, MTTR depends on the value of $M$ which means MTTR is function of $M$. Now, when the proposed algorithm is implemented, $M$ is reduced to $M - N$ ($N =$ 1 in the example). With the proposed algorithm implemented, MTTR depends on the value of $M - N$ which means MTTR is function of $M - N$. For the sparse use of channels by PUs, channels which have $T_{ch} > T_{th}$ will me more in number and so when required QoS is LP, the value of $N$ will be large which results in less number of new set of channels using which the CH sequence will be generated. The effect of this will be on minimizing the time to rendezvous and so MTTR will also be lowered as compared to the case when QoS is not considered.

Similarly, for heavily used channels by PUs, channels which have $T_{ch} < T_{th}$ will be in abundance and so when required QoS is HP, the value of $N$ will be large which results in less number of new set of channels using which the CH sequence will be generated. The effect of this will be on minimizing the time to rendezvous and so MTTR will also be lowered in this case also compared to the case when QoS is not considered. It is also to be noted that in these cases when the value of $N$ is small, then it will not affect much the value of MTTR. Also, the value of $N$ is highly dependent on the network conditions which is highly dynamic and it may increase or decrease according to changing network conditions. Whatever be the value of $N$ in both the cases (HP or LP), the generated CH sequence will not take $N$ number of channels in the hopping sequence. As discussed previously, we have represented effect of $N$ in terms of $\theta$. When $\theta$ tends to 1, $N$ tends to 0. This means that all available channels are of importance and have to be used in generating the CH sequence.
sequence. As \( \theta \) moves away from 1 towards 0, the value of \( N \) increases which means only channels of required QoS will be used and \( N \) number of channels will be removed before generating the CH sequence.

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm both analytically and through simulations. MTTR and throughput are the two performance metrics to analyse the performance of the proposed algorithm. Two state of the art rendezvous algorithms have been taken for performance evaluation; 1) Jump Stay Algorithm [13] and 2) Sender Jump Receiver Wait Algorithm [17]. Both of these CH rendezvous algorithms are applicable to symmetric as well as asymmetric channel availability models. While symmetric model has low MTTR as compared to asymmetric model because of the fact that all channels are common between two CH SUs, evaluation of MTTR is done for only one commonly available channel between sender and receiver SUs in asymmetric model. In the simulations we perform, we assume that each SU has the information of the total number of available channels and their availability duration. The information is obtained from the circular window \(|S|\). In addition to MTTR, throughput has also been evaluated for the proposed rendezvous method (separately for HP data and LP data) and native rendezvous algorithms which is defined as the percentage of number of SUs served in a CRN with respect to the duty cycle of PUs. Here, duty cycle ‘\( T \)’ refers to average number of busy channels due to active PUs given by the expression

\[
T = \frac{T_{ON}}{T_{ON} + T_{OFF}}
\]

In the above expression, \( T_{ON} \) and \( T_{OFF} \) refers to average active and inactive duration of PUs. Without loss of generality, as \( T \) increases, throughput degrades in the native schemes because of the fact as \( T \) increases, less number of channels will be available to SUs with low \( T_{ch} \). The results have been obtained for MTTR and throughput of these CH algorithms and then the effect of the proposed algorithm has been observed using MATLAB simulations. We shall discuss the effect of the proposed algorithm on each of the said algorithms one by one.

A. Jump Stay (JS) Algorithm [13]: Without going much in the details of how the CH sequence is generated using these algorithms, MTTR achieved by these algorithms has been considered for evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm. JS algorithm achieves guaranteed rendezvous in both Symmetric and Asymmetric cases and we shall observe the effect in both the cases. First we will observe the effect for Symmetric channel availability for which MTTR given by JS is \( 3P \) time slots where \( P \) is the smallest prime number not less than the number of available channels \( M \). The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm can be seen by taking two cases as given. As given in section 4, \( \theta \) is the proportion of total channels \( M \) which satisfies the requirement criteria (for LP or HP) and hence \( M\theta \) number of channels will be used in the hopping sequence. As \( \theta \), the number of channels to be used in the hopping sequence will decrease and therefore the MTTR will decrease.

Case 1. When the proposed algorithm is not implemented, we have assumed \( M=100 \) for which MTTR = 303 time slots as shown in Figure. 4. This is the value of MTTR when channel availability duration and QoS required by SU has not been considered and CH sequence is generated using all the available channels.

Case 2. When the proposed algorithm is implemented which takes into account the QoS required and channel availability duration, we have following observations. We have assumed \( M=100 \) and used the factor \( \theta \) to show the effect of removing the channels from the hopping sequence which does not satisfy the required QoS criteria. \( \theta = 1 \) means that all available channels \( M \) have to be used in the hopping sequence as all the channels satisfy the required QoS criteria (all channels have \( T_{ch} < T_{th} \) for LP or \( T_{ch} > T_{th} \) for HP). As \( \theta \) varies from 1 to 0, channels with required QoS decreases and thus corresponding number of channels will be removed from the hopping sequence. Therefore, the more the \( \theta \) moves away from 1 towards 0, more and more number of channels will be removed from the hopping sequence.

![Figure 4. Effect of \( \theta \) on MTTR in Symmetric JS [13]](http://journals.uob.edu.bh)
As shown in Figure 4, without considering the required QoS, MTTR is 303 time slots for $M = 100$. According to the proposed algorithm, when required QoS is taken into account, MTTR starts decreasing as $\theta$ decreases. As shown, when $\theta = 0.9$, M has been reduced from 100 to 90 which means 10 percent of the channels does not satisfy the required QoS and thus MTTR is also reduced from 303 time slots to 291 time slots. For HP data, these 10 percent of channels have $T_{ch} < T_{th}$ and $T_{ch} > T_{th}$ for LP data. Similarly, it is shown that as $\theta$ reduces further, number of channels in the hopping sequence also lowered and thus MTTR decreases as only those channels will be used for generating the CH sequence which fulfils the required QoS. Similarly, the effect can be seen in the Asymmetric CH JS algorithm. We have taken $M = 10$, $C = 1$ (number of commonly available channels between sender and receiver). For these values of $M$ and $C$, the effect of $\theta$ on the value of MTTR can be seen in Figure 5. Next we shall see the effect on MTTR for Sender Jump Receiver Wait algorithm.

Figure 5. Effect of $\theta$ on MTTR in Asymmetric JS [13]

Figure 6. Effect of $\theta$ on MTTR in Symmetric SJ-RW [17]

Figure 7. Effect of $\theta$ on MTTR in Asymmetric SJ-RW [17]

B. Sender Jump-Receiver Wait (SJ-RW) algorithm [17] achieves better MTTR than JS. SJ-RW algorithm achieves guaranteed rendezvous for Symmetric as well as for Asymmetric channel availability. For Symmetric case, the behaviour of $\theta$ on MTTR is shown in Figure 6 and in Figure 7 for asymmetric case. $M$ is the number of channels available to sender and receiver. We shall see the performance of the proposed algorithm by taking two cases as given.

**Case 1.** When channel availability duration and QoS required by SU has is not considered and CH sequence is generated using all the available channels, for $M = 100$, MTTR is 199 time slots as shown in Figure 6.

**Case 2.** When the proposed algorithm is implemented which takes into account the QoS required and channel availability duration, we have following observations. For symmetric case, we have assumed $M = 100$ and used the factor $\theta$ to show the effect of removing the channels from the hopping sequence which does not satisfy the required QoS criteria. As discussed for JS [13], MTTR reduces as $\theta$ reduces. As $\theta$ varies from 1 to 0, channels with required QoS decreases and thus corresponding number of channels will be removed from the hopping sequence. Therefore, the more the $\theta$ moves away from 1 towards 0, more and more number of channels will be removed from the hopping sequence. Similarly, the effect of the proposed algorithm can be seen in the Asymmetric CH SJ-RW algorithm [17] for which worst case MTTR is there when $C = 1$ (commonly available channel between sender and receiver). For $M = 10$ and without implementing the proposed algorithm, MTTR is 100 time slots as shown in Figure 7. But when proposed algorithm is considered, as $\theta$ reduces (in accordance with channels which does not satisfy the required QoS criteria), MTTR starts decreasing as shown in Figure 7. MTTR reduces in respect of $\theta$ as now instead of $M$, only those channels have been considered for generating the CH sequence that fulfils the required QoS criteria.
C. Throughput

CH rendezvous schemes proposed so far in literature do not consider QoS and channel availability criteria in selecting channels for generating CH sequences and main focus has been on minimizing the TTR. In such CH environments, throughput degrades as duty cycle (given by Eq. 3) of PUs increases as shown in Figure 8. This is due to the fact that in native CH schemes, all SUs (LP data or HP data) have equal opportunity to rendezvous on all available channels. As a result of this, there arises several performance degradation factors which includes multi user rendezvous on the same channel resulting in collision and increase in packet drop rate due to non-availability of channels when duty cycle is high. On the other hand, the proposed CH rendezvous approach suggests separate search domain of channels for LP data and HP data. As a result, probability of collision gets minimized and the users will be served with required type of QoS. As shown in Figure 8, throughput of LP QoS applications is better than HP QoS and native scheme because of the fact that even when the duty cycle is high, communication requirement of LP QoS applications is fulfilled with channels having low availability duration. For HP QoS applications, having separate search domain, overall throughput is better than the native CH rendezvous schemes as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, with the proposed method of CH sequence generation which takes into account the QoS criteria and channel availability duration, overall performance in terms of throughput has been improved as compared to native CH schemes.

![Figure 8. Throughput w.r.t varying duty cycle](http://journals.uob.edu.bh)

In the analysis of both the algorithms as explained, it has been found that MTTR is a function of number of channels in the hopping sequence. Also, existing rendezvous algorithms have not considered the required QoS by SUs and focused only on achieving lowest possible MTTR. However, without considering the required QoS, even if low MTTR is achieved it doesn’t guarantee the increase in overall throughput because it may happen that a HP QoS requirement by SUs assigned channels of low availability duration and vice versa. It has also been shown that when required QoS is taken into account before generating the CH sequences for link establishment, MTTR is reduced substantially and better throughput has been achieved as compared to the native CH rendezvous schemes. Apart from achieving low MTTR, required QoS is being provided in using this approach. Also, all channels regardless of their availability duration are utilized accordingly and hence spectrum utilization efficiency is increased. Here, we have presented the effect on two CH rendezvous algorithms but the approach adopted can be applied to any of the existing CH rendezvous algorithms.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a QoS aware CH algorithm has been proposed for achieving rendezvous. Owing to the fact that the QoS required by different users in an IoT environment is different, not all channels (on the basis of availability duration) in a CH sequence are of use to some applications. This motivation has been used in building the proposed algorithm. When Implemented into the existing CH algorithms, the proposed algorithm not only reduces MTTR and increases network throughput but also takes care of the QoS required by SUs. Also, all types of channels (regardless of their availability duration) not in use by PUs are shown to be utilized accordingly which enhances the spectrum utilization efficiency. Extensive theoretical analysis and simulation results have verified the performance improvement of CH algorithms in terms of MTTR and throughput and required type of QoS is provided to the SUs.
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